
Losses Caused by Death or Humane Destruction

L I V E S T O C K  M O R T A L I T Y

This policy provides coverage for losses caused by death or human destruction of livestock as
a result of a specified peril.*  Coverage is for both owned livestock and non-owned livestock in
your care, custody and control.

Available for livestock owners and growers Minimum premiums: $200 per policy Primary coverage

Fire, lightning, explosion or smoke
Windstorm, hail, or tornado
Smothering by blizzard or snowstorm
Collision with vehicles, aircraft, or 
falling objects
Riot, civil commotion, or vandalism
Earthquake or volcanic eruption
Flood, drowning, mudslide or
tidal waves 

*Specified Perils

Accidental shooting
Electrocution
Attack by dogs, or wild animals
Collapse of buildings, barns,
bridges, or culverts
Sinkhole collapse
Hypothermia due to precipitation
Leakage of gas or anhydrous ammonia
Contaminated feed or water 

Policy Exclusions

Policy Extensions
Coverage extensions for this policy
include: coverage at incidental 
unscheduled locations, expenses
incurred to minimize a livestock loss,
theft coverage, automatic coverage
at new locations for 90 days, and
coverage for removal and disposal
of carcasses. 

Malicious or willful acts by the insured

Neglect or failure to provide proper care

Escape or unexplained disappearance

Seizure or government ordered destruction

Fright, stress, or running into objects

War, nuclear action, or terrorism

Power interruption or mechanical breakdown

Hypothermia, heat stroke or exhaustion

Disease, sickness, or illness; contaminated
medication or drugs; fungus, parasites, or insects

Coverage Summary
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Minimum $500 deductible, $1,000 standard Limits up to $10,000,000 per occurrence

Current market value and contracted values

Available Coverage Endorsements
Coverage in Transit (Specified Perils)
Grazing Poisoning
Livestock Born during the Policy Period
Livestock Income and Expense (BI/EE)
Power Int. and Equipment Breakdown (Suffocation)
Losses Caused by Negligence of Others
Frozen Semen and Embryos in storage or transit
Cost of Production Valuation
Special Valuation (Organic, Grass Fed, A&SV, Genomic, Purebred, etc.)
Loss of Value

Deductible, Valuation & Policy Limits


